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The new REDARC
catalogue is out
now!
REDARC’s latest release catalogue is a full
colour, comprehensive guide to auxiliary
power management, vehicle safety, voltage
conversion and electronic control systems.

enables you to search
by part number, product
description or vehicle
application.

Each product section features a range of
guides including a specifications table for
a quick overview of each product type
enabling you to find and compare the right
part for the application. Recommended
wiring and installation guides are featured
throughout, together with technical
advice on suitable accessories for various
applications.

You can find the
new catalogue
on our website redarc.com.au
- or look out for
it at your local
auto electrical
distributor

If you are short on time, the catalogue
has a fast-find listing at the back which

REDARC appointed
Australian distributor
for Midtronics
REDARC Electronics is pleased to offer you
the Midtronics range of high quality battery
management systems for heavy vehicle,
commercial fleet and automotive workshop
applications.
The Midtronics range of diagnostic tools is
suitable for both workshop and field applications
and provides in-depth analysis on the state of
your batteries in a timely manner.

For further information visit
www.redarc.com.au/midtronics

MDX-700P HD
battery conductance
and electrical
system analyser
The MDX-700P HD tests
6 and 12 volt regular
flooded, AGM flat
plate, AGM spiral, and
gel batteries, as well as 12 and
24 volt starting and charging systems. It displays
results in seconds and has a built-in printer to
provide a copy of the results.
Additional features include the ability to:
• Test batteries from 100 to 2000 CCA
• Detect bad cells
• Protect against reverse polarity
• Test discharged batteries
• Test multiple rating systems (CCA, CA,
MCA, JIS, EN, DIN, SAE, IEC)

Christmas 2011 Visit www.redarc.com.au for
tech-tips and up-to-date info

inTELLECT
EXP-1000 HD
expandable
diagnostic
platform
The inTELLECT EXP1000 HD tests 6 and
12 volt heavy-duty
batteries and 12 and 24 volt charging systems.
In addition to a standard single battery test,
the EXP has a test routine for multiple-battery
vehicles and a heavy-duty algorithm for larger
batteries. It is also a digital multimeter with a
scope and a conductance cable drop tester.
The graphical screen and icon-based user
interface make diagnostics simple and an
alphanumeric keypad with selection scrolling
and soft, multifunction keys make the EXP as
easy to use as a mobile phone.
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REDARC charges
ahead to win gold
2011 Technology Industry
Association (TIA) Gold Cup
for Excellence in Innovation
and Commercialisation
The perpetual Gold Cup award is the TIA’s most
prestigious award. It is awarded to a company
that performs best in taking an innovative
idea through the product development and
manufacturing cycle and on to success in
national and global markets. In October 2011
REDARC won this award for the development
and commercialisation of a range of in-vehicle
battery chargers.
Following on from this success, REDARC was
named as the twenty third fastest-growing
company in South Australia, based on the
company’s appearance on the Fast Movers list
of rapidly-growing SA businesses.
Compiled annually by inBusiness magazine, the
Fast Mover SA Company Index recognises 25
of the fastest-growing businesses based in SA.
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REDARC’s success in the SA Fast Movers index
closely follows the announcement earlier in
November of a spot in the nationally recognised,
2011 Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Australia
winners list. REDARC was listed in 47th position
with growth of 64.59%.
Now in its eleventh year, the Deloitte Technology
Fast 50 is a program that recognises and profiles
Australian technology companies, public or
private, that have achieved the fastest rates of
annual revenue growth based on percentage
revenue growth over the last three years.
REDARC Managing Director Anthony Kittel said
that the company’s recent achievements were
recognition of the outstanding team at REDARC.
“The results reflect the efforts of a dedicated
team who are focused on innovation, design and
commercialisation of new products to achieve
the best possible solutions for our customers,”
Mr Kittel commented.

Meg Molenaar – REDARC’s Supply Chain & Procurement
Manager accepting the 2011 Technology Industry
Association Gold Cup award

Technology Fast 50
Australia 2011
Winner
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REDARC France
REDARC products were on display at the “Salon des Véhicules de Loisirs
2011” in Paris, France for the first time this year. This is one of the largest
annual trade shows for motorhomes or “camping-cars” as they are called
in Europe.
This trade show has around 300 exhibitors spread over 200,000 square
metres. This year they had in excess of 100,000 visitors whilst we were
there.
We exhibited with Euro Accessoires where we had a display of REDARC
products as well as product videos. Euro Accessoires has signed a
distribution agreement with REDARC and our products now appear in their
annual trade catalogue.
Europe has approximately 600,000 motorhomes currently registered and
on the road - an ideal market for REDARC power conversion products such
as the BMS1215S2 Battery Management System and the BCDC in-vehicle
charger range.

Michael Paay - REDARC’S Project and
Technology Manager in France

Visit www.redarc.com.au for
tech-tips and up-to-date info
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Having trouble
charging a battery
in the back of a
ute?
Ute trays are often rubber mounted to the chassis, with
little or no electrical connection between the tray and
the chassis. This can lead to the auxiliary battery and
charger being very poorly connected to the vehicle earth,
resulting in little or no charging of the auxiliary battery.

Solution

Connect the tray to the chassis with a short, thick cable
or a battery strap. Ensure that the terminals of the wire
make clean, sound contact with the tray and chassis.
This will involve removing paint at the contact areas and
bolting the terminals tightly.

Not all fuse
holders are
created equal!
One of the most common enquiries the REDARC
technical helpline receives is about fuse holders that
have failed within a relatively short timeframe. In most
of these cases the fuse itself is still intact. This indicates
that inferior quality fuse holders have been installed,
rather than the fault lying with the product drawing or
producing excessive current.
Blade style fuse holders are a very popular install option
however if they are of an inferior quality they generally
won’t handle the continuous current or engine bay
temperatures faced by most DC in-vehicle chargers.

Electric brake
controller
operation in late
model vehicles
Certain late model vehicles that are fitted with an EB
or EBRH electric brake controller may display unusual
behaviour such as activating the controller when the
vehicle’s parking lights are switched on.
This is because some late model vehicles use a common
wire and lamp for both the tail light and brake light.
When only tail lights are on, the wire gives a reduced
feed to the lamps so they illuminate at an appropriate

Additional tips
•

•

•

•

The tray earthing strap should be long enough
to allow any flex/movement between the chassis
and tray.
Wherever possible, use suitable existing bolts
to secure wire terminals, without drilling the
chassis, for example use a transmission bolt.
After the job is complete, cover the terminals and
exposed metal with a suitable sealant (paint, fish
oil, CRC Lectra Shield, etc) to prevent corrosion.
On the tray, if possible, use the same bolt to
connect the tray earthing strap and auxiliary
battery earth wire (for example, you could have
the battery earth terminal inside the tray and the
tray earthing strap terminal on the outside, using
the same bolt).

Contact Mark Bruce at REDARC on
0437 865 646 if you require further information

Another issue can be related to heating in the electrical
circuit caused by current flowing through resistance.
As the current needed to supply such DC in-vehicle
chargers is not excessive, in many cases resistance
is the cause of failure. Again, lower quality blade-style
fuses and fuse holders are often the culprit as they can
cause a resistive or loose contact between the terminal
and the fuse. This can result in failure, often well below
the fuse rating.
At REDARC, we believe the best solution to these fuse
failure issues is to avoid the temptation to purchase
cheaper, inferior alternatives and use circuit breakers
(e.g. a bolt-down type) or high quality blade fuses and
holders instead. In addition, you should always ensure
all connections are sound, clean and tight, to avoid
contact resistance.
These types of issues aren’t just experienced by DC
in-vehicle chargers, but are a widespread problem in
all sorts of DC applications.

That’s why we recommend that all REDARC products
be installed, maintained and repaired by qualified and
experienced auto electricians and technicians.
Contact Stuart Peddle at REDARC on
(08) 8322 4848 if you require further
information

brightness for tail lights. When the brakes are applied,
the wire delivers full power to the lamps so they
illuminate brightly.
The red wire of the EB needs 12 volts DC when the
brakes are on and 0 volts when the brakes are off,
so when wired to a vehicle with the shared wire as
described above, the reduced voltage fed into the red
wire by the tail lights can cause incorrect operation
of the EB.
To prevent this problem, the red wire of the EB can be
connected to either the centre mounted brake light wire
or, if the vehicle has a factory fitted trailer socket, to the
trailer brake light wire.
Contact Senior Technician Lex Clarke at
REDARC on (08) 8322 4848 if you require
further information

Visit www.redarc.com.au for
tech-tips and up-to-date info
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Get away over the
Christmas break
with Pat Callinan’s 4x4
Adventures Season 4

Sunday
afternoons

5pm
Friday

Join Pat and the gang through to mid-January
as he explores the length and breadth of the
Australian continent in his trusty 4WD.

From here Pat crosses the border into SE
Queensland to trek through the Glasshouse
Mountains before heading to the Cooloola Coast
and then over to Moreton Island.

Season 4 takes us from the Victorian High
Country up through Outback NSW along the
Darling River Run before turning back to explore
the Mid-North Coast.

The team also heads to the West Coast to
explore the vast beauty of the Pilbara and the
Kimberley before heading for the seaside beauty
of the Limestone Coast in South Australia.

Christmas
holiday break
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Graduate of the
Year Award

The festive season is near and all of us at
REDARC would like to take this opportunity to
thank you for your support over the past year and
wish you a merry Christmas and a prosperous
new year.

Finalists and winner
Each year the Technology Industry Association
(TIA) promotes an award for the Engineering
Graduate of the Year. This award recognises
engineering excellence by a graduate of an
electronics/ICT related degree with up to three
years industry experience. Kyle Dix from REDARC
was the winner of this year’s award.
Kyle, who graduated from Flinders University
in 2010 with a Bachelor degree in Engineering
(Computer and Electronic), was employed as a
Manufacturing Electronic Engineer in 2010 and
was promoted to Surface Mount Technology
Supervisor in September 2011.
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Our last working day for 2011 will be Wednesday
21st December. We will recommence trading on
Wednesday 4th January 2012.
REDARC’s Kyle Dix receives award from BAE Systems
Engineering Director Brian Gill

Should you require urgent technical support over
the Christmas break please contact:
NSW, NT, NZ, SA, TAS and VIC

t h e
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Coming your way this summer…
ACT

4WD Spectacular and Outdoor Recreation Show at Queanbeyan Showgrounds, ACT
on 11th – 12th February, 2012

NSW

Newcastle Caravan, Camping and Holiday Expo at Newcastle Jockey Club
on 17th – 19th February, 2012

SA

SA Caravan and Camping Show at the Wayville Showgrounds, Adelaide
on 22nd – 26th February, 2012

Redarc Electronics

Need urgent technical
support over Christmas?

ABN 77 136 785 092

Local
Phone
Fax

23 Brodie Road (North)
Lonsdale, South Australia
Australia 5160

International
Phone
+61 8 8322 4848
Fax
+61 8 8387 2889

(08) 8322 4848
(08) 8387 2889

Visit www.redarc.com.au for
tech-tips and up-to-date info

Michael Hammer

0417 808 892

Stuart Peddle

0413 782 977

WA
Mark Bruce

0437 865 646

Qld
Simon Gedge

0439 856 265

